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0 Introduction
What if this world is not the only one? The Basic Interdi-
mensional Roleplaying Game (BIRG for short) is a generic
set of rules, for telling stories that bridge worlds; whether
the protagonists are fish out of water or seasoned divers in
the dimension sea.

The core rules are split into two pieces:

• Rules of the Game — describes the mechanics of cre-
ating characters and rolling dice.

• Catalog — lists descriptors that can be used to build
characters.

Naysayers might say that these rules do not form not
a complete game. We invite them to call BIRG the Basic
Incomplete Roleplaying Game instead.

◑Wherever this icon appears, it indicates that parts of
the game have been left intentionally incomplete, for

wonderful readers like yourself to fill in when in making
the game your own.

Our reason for writing you an incomplete roleplaying
game was to not constrain you with respect to genre or
setting; BIRG is meant to serve from lo-tech to spec-fic
and characters from the salt of the earth to the stuff of heroic
legend.
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BIRGwas written byWill Zev Prahl, who would par-
ticularly like to thank Kristen Dabney, Mordechai Martin,
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1 Basics
This chapter lays out the basic rules of the BIRG system,
including the character creation process and the dice me-
chanics.
1.1 Character Basics
A character in BIRG has three parts: descriptors, mea-
sures and abilities. There are many different descriptors,
depending on the particular game setting, but only four
measures and about thirty abilities.

Descriptors describe a character’s body or trainingmore
broadly, while measures and abilities quantify how pre-
pared they are for various trials. Each descriptor is asso-
ciated with a number of points, a measure, and most tell
you to raise one or more abilities.

◑ Customizing the catalog of descriptors is the major
task of an author of a BIRG setting.

Many descriptors have requirements, whichmay be spe-
cific other descriptors or may be abilities. If a descriptor
requires an ability, the character have a rating of at least 1
in that ability to have that descriptor.

All characters have the same four measures:

• Craft: training and cunning.
• Frame: brawn and physique.
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• Nerve: perception and reflexes.
• Sense: instincts and knowledge.
A character’s rating in a measure depends on the num-

ber of points that descriptors have counted towards that
measure:

Points: 1 3 6 10 15
Rating: 1 2 3 4 5

For example, a character who counted 7 points towards
their frame measure would have a frame rating of 3.

A descriptor block looks like this:

Cook 1 → C
Requires descriptors: smeller. Requires abilities: fiddling.
Raises: care.
You can prepare or preserve food. In particular you can
(with a [C/care] move) stretch out a supplies into half again
as many meals as it would otherwise provide

To qualify for the cook descriptor, a character needs to
have the smeller descriptor and a rating of 1 or better in
the ‘fiddling’ ability. Having the descriptor raises the ‘care’
ability and gives a character a move that they can attempt.

The upper right corner tells the point value of the de-
scription. Being a cook counts two points towards the craft
measure.
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There are more abilities than measures, but all charac-
ters get their abilities from their descriptors. Different de-
scriptors may raise the same ability; for example, the ‘de-
coding’ ability is raised by both the lip-reader and listener
descriptors. A character’s rating in an ability is equal to the
number of times that they have raised that ability.

The descriptors of the base game mention 27 descrip-
tors: aim, arms, artifice, bypass, care, charisma, configu-
ration, decoding, detection, dynamics, expression, fauna,
fiddling, flora, force, initiative, mass, motion, naturalism,
performance, reckoning, resistance, seat, statics, strength,
vehicles, vitality and water.

1.2 Creating Characters
To create a character:

1. Choose a background.
• (Optionally, choose an aspect.)
• (Optionally, choose an arc.)

2. Choose your descriptors.
3. Raise two abilities that you already have.
4. Pick a name.

Every character has a background, a context that they
come from. This might be a literal place (f.e. 19th-century
Königsburg), a cultural group (f.e. Polish-Lithuanian Jewry),
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a lifestyle (f.e. a traveling circus) or a part of your biogra-
phy (f.e. Great War veteran). Backgrounds are not neces-
sarily uniform; not all characters with the same background
will have identical options, but they should be designed to
highlight important commonalities.

◑ The number and granularity of available backgrounds
is left to the author of a particular BIRG setting.

An aspect is something obvious about a character, some-
thing that sets them apart at the beginning of their career.
Not all characters necessarily have aspects. Hopefully, your
character’s accomplishments will come to overshadow that
aspect. Mechanically, aspects can change what descriptors
are expected or ordinary for a character, or give them the
option to start with certain extraordinary aspects, but do
not affect their advancement.

◑ The list of aspects, and how they are assigned or cho-
sen, is entirely up to the author of a BIRG setting.

All characters have some sort of an arc; for most, that arc
is to face danger and find wonders, but some might have a
different course laid out. Mechanically, an arc changes the
way that a character gains experience points and gives you
a different option for advancing. Arcs may also change the
descriptors that are available to you.

In addition to the default, rogues’ arc, the core rules
provide three example arcs:

• The “fares from beyond” arc is for characters who
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come from the great unknown, as far as the peo-
ple they meet are concerned. Perhaps they’re from
another world, or another time, or maybe they are
adventuring among people who don’t travel much.
This arc is based around establishing ties to this world
and making connections.

• The “peers into depths” arc is for characters who un-
ravel themysteries of the universe. It is ideal formag-
ical characters of all sorts, as well as academics and
scientists whose curiosity is greater than their discre-
tion.

• The “should know better” arc is for characters who
are caught up in something they were unprepared
for. This is the arc for reluctant ordinary folks who
wind up in extraordinary adventures.

◑ It is up to an author of a BIRG setting whether to
use, modify or ignore entirely these arcs.

Different backgrounds, aspects and arcs have different
expectations about what people can do. A character’s back-
ground (with optional modifications from their arc or de-
scriptor) will tell you what descriptors are expected of or
considered ordinary for them.

Obviously, not everyone’s descriptors are the same. Lack-
ing an expected descriptor is likely to put you at a disad-
vantage in that setting however, since you will be disabled
by the expectation that you are able to do something that
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you cannot.
Any descriptors that aren’t expected or ordinary are con-

sidered extraordinary. Just because an descriptor is extraor-
dinary for your character doesn’t mean that they can’t have
it: the players’ characters are expected to be extraordinary.
In fact, even if they don’t have the requirements for a de-
scriptor, the Gamemaster can still choose to allow them to
have it as an extraordinary descriptor.

A character may not have more extraordinary descrip-
tors than ordinary ones, and you must have some expla-
nation for how they came to possess each of their extraor-
dinary descriptors. Characters using using their extraordi-
nary descriptors may encounter stiff social resistance.
1.3 Dice Basics
There are four kinds of dice and two kinds of dice rolls.
Dice can be:

• six-sided (■□) or eight-sided (◆◇).
• full (■◆) or pale (□◇).

Full dice represent a character’s aptitude, preparation
or good luck. Pale dice represent hazards, obstacles or ill
circumstances. All of these kinds of dice are used for three
kinds of rolls:

1. When a player character wants to accomplish some-
thing, they roll a move.
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2. When a player character wants to avoid some con-
sequence, they roll a mettle.

Always choose one measure and one ability for the roll.
On any roll, you get a number of full dice equal to the larger
of the two. Of these dice, a number equal to the smaller of
the two are eight-siders.

If the rules don’t tell you what measure or what ability
to use, you and the Gamemaster must decide. You should
use:

• aim to hit a target with a missile or ray.
• arms to use a weapon skillfully.
• artifice to create a physical object.
• bypass to circumvent something.
• care to tend to a living thing.
• charisma to interact with other people.
• configuration for intricate non-mechanical systems.
• decoding to understand message.
• detection to notice something.
• dynamics for devices with moving parts.
• expression to convey a message.
• fauna to interact with wild animals.
• fiddling to perform fast-finger work.
• flora to interact with wild plants.
• force to throw something or strikewith violent force.
• motion to move quickly or precisely.
• naturalism to use your systematic knowledge.
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• performance to perform for an audience.
• reckoning to calculate or estimate.
• resistance to shrug off or suffer through an ill.
• seat to ride an animal.
• statics to create a structure.
• strength to shift a heavy load or your own weight.
• vehicles to operate a vehicle.
• vitality to recover from an ill.
• water to deal with water.

The mass ability is not usually used for any rolls.
When the rules specify a which one, you will see some-

thing like ‘[F/force]’ meaning the frame measure and the
force ability. So, a character with frame 3 and force 2 and
a character with frame 2 and force 3 would both roll ■◆◆
for a [F/force] roll.

Favorable circumstances can add full dice to your roll,
and obstacles or opposition can add pale dice.

To make a move, roll the whole pool together: 5’s and
higher on full dice are hits. Each set of snake-eyes (regard-
less of die type) and each 5 or higher on pale dice is a threat.
The more hits you roll, the more you are able to accom-
plish. The exact number required depends on the task,
but two is a good default. On the other hand, the more
threats you roll, the worse complications the Gamemaster
can throw your way.

Essentially, you and the Gamemaster bargain for the
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outcome of the move; the player can always give up hits
to eliminate threats at a rate of one-for-one, but avoiding
the worst that the Gamemaster can throw at you might not
leave you with enough hits to accomplish what you need.

Example: Dvoshe is trying to get away from some no-
goodniks who are chasing her. Her player rolls ■■◆◆□□ and
gets two hits and a threat. The Gamemaster offers: Dvoshe gets
away, but she’ll be hit by stone one of the goons hurls. Dvoshe’s
player spends a hit to cancel out the threat. The Gamemaster
reconsiders their position and says, “ok, you shake them but now
they know what block you’re laying low in and have the streets
covered for now.”

To test your mettle, roll your full dice and your pale
dice separately. Total the dice in each pool, and subtract
from each pool the number of dice that were rolled in it.
Then, subtract the pale total from the full total. A positive
result means your character is in the clear, but a zero or a
negative result usually means a bad consequence.

There are two special kinds of mettles: the toss-up and
the saving throw. You make a saving throw if you are sub-
jected to some danger (you get hit, you slip and fall, you are
exposed to a baneful miasma, and so forth). Take any pale
dice for the danger (see section 3.1) and roll [F/resistance].

Failing a saving throw may mean injury or you may
be downed. Sometimes, the Gamemaster may offer you a
choice. A downed character is out of the action sequence
and can’t take any more actions or reactions in it; exactly
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what that means is up to you and the Gamemaster, but it’s
almost never a good thing.

Toss-ups are rolled in action sequences to determine
who gets to act, and they’re always [N/initiative]. In some
kinds of action sequences, each participant will have some
number of tick tokens; add your number of tokens to the
result of a positive toss-up roll.

Except for toss-ups, the Gamemaster never rolls dice:

• When two player characters are opposed, both play-
ers roll moves.

• When a player tries something on a non-player char-
acter, the Gamemaster adds pale dice to represent
their preparedness and the player rolls the dice.

• When a non-player character tries something on one
of the player characters, the player rolls a mettle.

1.4 Action Sequences
If the adrenaline starts pumping and people are acting on
fight-or-flight, the scene is now an action sequence. Be-
cause plans have a way of going to hell during them, the
Gamemaster can always choose to end the challenge phase
at the end of an action sequence.

After every move in an action sequence, leave any full
dice that rolled 1’s in front of you. These are called open-
ings, and they represent ways that you leave yourself vul-
nerable:
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• A player who reacts to your next action can pick up
and roll your openings in addition to their own dice.

• If a non-player character reacts to your next action,
theGamemaster can add□ up to the number of open-
ings you have to your roll.

If no one reacts to your action, discard all your previous
openings before you roll.

There are four kinds of action sequences:

1. A chase, where some parties flee and some pursue.
2. A duel, where two foes fight in single combat.
3. A fray, where many parties try to do one another ill.
4. Mayhem, where the setting of the fight itself is chaotic.

Action sequences are made up of actions and reactions.
Who gets to act, and who must react, depends on the kind
of action sequence:

1. In a chase, roll a toss-up between the fleeing charac-
ters, and the pursuers react.

2. In a duel, roll a toss-up between two fighters.
3. In a fray, roll a toss-up between all the fighters.
4. In mayhem, roll a toss-up between the fighters and

the mayhem itself.

A character needs a positive result on the toss-up to be
able to act or react. Whoever has the highest total wins the
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toss-up and gets to act. In a fray or mayhem, every char-
acter has a pool of tick tokens, the total number of which
get added to any positive your toss-up result.

Any character with more tokens than the actor can re-
act (as long as they got a positive result on the toss-up).
Anyone with more tokens than them can react to them,
and so on.

For example, suppose there’s a fray involvingAlte, Berel
and Glikl who have 0, 1 and 2 tokens, respectively and Alte
wins the toss-up:

• Either Berel or Glikl can react to Alte’s action.
• If Berel reacts, Glikl can react to stop him from stop-
ping Alte. Glikl’s reaction stops Berel from interfer-
ing, so Alte’s action happens normally.

• If Glikl reacts, Berel can’t react to her.

After an action has been resolved, everyone who acted
or reacted discards all their tokens. Anyone who got a pos-
itive toss-up but didn’t act or react takes a token.

A mayhem is like a fray, but there’s some chaos or fun-
damental asymmetry to it: a group of hunters trying to
take down a mastodon, sailors beset by the mighty kraken,
a burning building that crumbles around the characters.
Sometimes, they mayhem is a single creature, but other
times it the situation itself. The mayhem itself rolls toss-
ups and takes tick tokens like a character. Mayhem never
reacts, but its actions are always very disruptive!



2 Stories
This chapter explains how to weave together the various
dice mechanics into recurring stories.
2.1 Phases
The game is divided into two phases: a challenge phase,
where the Gamemaster sets various challenges before the
players, and a players’ phase, where the characters get a bit
of rest and the players can direct the story more.

Challenges can be posed to the whole group or to some
players and not others, depending on the nature of the chal-
lenge and who’s available to do something about it. The
Gamemaster and the players can play out the challenge for
as long as they like, but no one can overcome the challenge
without stepping up and making a move.

Why would players choose to play out their characters
slipping and struggling in the face of a challenge? Tomake
the eventual success or failure feel that much weightier.

After one challenge has been resolved, the Gamemaster
poses another. The challenge phase keeps going until more
than half the players have either made successful moves or
are down (having failed saving throws).

If a challenge is not totally resolved (either a failure or
a mixed success), the players lose tempo. This means that,
before they can make a check and to deal with the chal-
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lenge, someone must do something to seize the moment.
The players need to show a little initiative here; maybe
they’ll bring out a plan or a preparation they made ear-
lier, or take a risk. However it is done, whoever seizes the
moment rolls ■ extra on their roll they make.

The best way to seize the moment is to prepare for it
ahead of time; if, in a previous player’s phase, your charac-
ter spent their time preparing for a situation like this one,
you can use that preparation to seize the moment. Once
used, a preparation is spent and cannot be used again.

Using scarce resources—flashing some cash, breaking
out the shark-repellent spray—usually counts as a way to
seize the moment. Players can also seize the moment by
raising the stakes. If they weren’t before, putting someone
into harm’s way would qualify as raising the stakes. If they
were already threatened, something needs to happen that
escalates the level of risk to you or people you care about.

Alternatively, you can seize the moment is by chang-
ing the nature of the scene. They start shooting, you start
running. They give chase, you throw an ambush. Bring a
gun to a sword-fight, or something of that nature. Change
the terms of the challenge in some way. Often, turning the
tables means starting an action sequence or changing the
type of action sequence.

2.2 Experience
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◑ The core BIRG rules for character experience and
advancement follow. Authors of BIRG settings will

likely modify the rules for awarding experience to reflect
what they intend their games to focus on.

All characters get experience for surviving perils:

• 1 xp for ending an action sequence without being
down.

• 1 xp if you were stymied (and lost tempo) during a
challenge phase this session.

Rogues (that is, any character that doesn’t have a special
arc) get additional experience points:

• 1 xp if you gained important loot.
• 1 xp if you managed to hang on to your loot until a
rest phase.

• 1 xp if you marveled at something wondrous during
the challenge phase.

If you are on a different arc, you earn xp in different
ways:

• If you fare from beyond, you earn 3 xp whenever you
forge a long-term relationship (friendly, rivalrous or
romantic) with another character.

• If you peer into depths, you earn 2 xp whenever you
discover a secret or acquire a new piece of esoterica
(you must retain it until the next rest phase).
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• If you should know better, you gain 2 xp whenever
you tell a tale of your adventures to someone new,
and they marvel at it.

Whatever the source of your experience points, you
may spend them to advance during the players’ phase. Ad-
vancement rewards depend on the total amount of xp that
you have spent so far. At the beginning of a character’s
career, the rewards come fast:

XP Reward
2 1 descriptor point
4 +■ on saving throws
6 1 descriptor point
10 1 descriptor point
11 free raise
16 1 descriptor point, +■ on saving throws
22 free raise
23 1 descriptor point
29 1 descriptor point
33 free raise
36 +■ on saving throws
37 1 descriptor point,

Free raises mean that you may raise the rating on of
your character’s existing abilities by one; you cannot gain
a new ability in this way. Free raises and save dice take
effect immediately, but ability points are usually banked
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for later use. When you are ready, during a players’ phase,
you may spend them on a descriptor that your character
could reasonably have gained worth that many points. The
Gamemaster has complete discretion about what abilities it
is possible for your character to learn in this way.

Even if you have enough xp to earn multiple rewards
(or your spent xp total lists multiple rewards), youmay only
gain one reward per players’ phase.

XP Reward
44 free raise
46 1 descriptor point
54 1 descriptor point
55 free raise
63 1 descriptor point
64 +■ on saving throws
66 free raise
72 1 descriptor point
77 free raise
84 1 descriptor point
88 free raise
94 1 descriptor point
99 free raise

Once you’ve spent 99 xp, your character’s career has
reached its conclusion. It is up to you the Gamemaster to
decide what that means, but they do not continue to gain
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xp or advancement rewards.
Characters who are on the:

• ‘fares from beyond’ arc can burn 1 xp, once per ses-
sion in order to spend xp and gain an descriptor dur-
ing the challenge phase when theymost need it. This
represents some strength or knowledge that the char-
acter was concealing until this very moment.

• ‘peers into depths’ arc can burn 1 xp to retroactively
reveal a master plan that they set in motion in the
past. In the moment, they may use a preparation (see
page 17), even though they did not actually make a
preparation ahead of time.

• ‘should know better’ arc can burn 1 xp to try begin-
ners’ luck for something they really don’t . Roll roll
◆ equal to the higher and add □.
Once you have passed a beginners’ luck check, you
may notmake one for the same descriptor again. Char-
acters on this arc may only spend xp on descriptors
that they passed beginners’ luck checks for.

If your character is on an arc, they may also burn xp
during play. Burnt xp does not count towards their career
limit.



3 Perils
This chapter describes a small sampling of the trials and
tribulations that a Gamemaster may set before their players.
We begin by discussing various dangers, how to defend
yourself from them and then move into discussing how to
write foes and mayhem, and providing some examples of
each.
3.1 Damage
The are five sources of injury in BIRG: burning, crushing,
devilry, piercing and poison.

• Burning—by chemicals and extremes of temperatures.
• Crushing—by violent impacts, falls and pressure.
• Devilry—by hexes, miasmas, omens or other ills from
outside the body.

• Piercing—by cutting, tearing and impaling.
• Poison—by curses, toxins or other ills that enter the
body.

Characters can be protected or proof against one or
more categories of damage. Protection or proofing against
the same kind of damage from two different sources does
not stack. If a non-player character is protected, subtract
■ (to a minimum of zero) from any move to injure them
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in that way. If they’re proof, convert all ◆ to ■ before
reducing.

Burning, crushing and piercing are called physical dam-
age, while devilry and poison are spiritual damage.

Dangers are rated in a number of dice. When a player’s
character is subjected to the damage (hit by a sword-blow,
exposed to a poison), they roll a saving throw and add that
many pale dice. If your character is protected against a type
of damage, reduce the □ added to you roll because of that
threat by one (to a minimum of zero). If you are proof
against it, convert all ◇ to □ before reducing. If the result
is positive, they shake it off; otherwise they are injured.

Every injury adds □ to all rolls you make until it is
treated. Field surgery or simple bandaging eliminates this,
but the Gamemaster can have your stitches rip or bandages
come undone as a complication to a later roll. Additionally,
add◇ to any roll youmake immediately after your character
is injured, representing their shock or pain.

A hazard might present multiple kinds of damage. For
example, a sword blow is crushing □ and □□ piercing.
An unprotected character would add □□□, one protected
against either crushing or piercing (but not both) would
only add □□ to their roll, and one protected against both
would add only □.

Note: even if no pale dice are added from the danger,
the threat of injury is still there. For example, if you roll
■■■◆ and get two 1’s, a 2 and a 3, that would be one
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threat and no hits, so your character would still be injured.
The kinds of dangers that characters might face are as

varied as the games that can be played with BIRG. Some
common sources of damage follow.

Hand weapons mostly injure by crushing or piercing.

knife □ Pi.
arrow or javelin ◇ Pi.

lance or pike □◇ Pi.
cudgel, slingstone, staff □□ Cr.

crowbar, hammer or mace □◇ Cr.
axe (thrown) □ Cr. □ Pi.

handaxe, halberd or sword □ Cr. □□ Pi.
daneaxe □ Cr. □◇ Pi.

torch, hot poker □ Bu. □ Cr.

A pike or halberd can be set against a charging foe; this
adds ■ to harm that foe. Similarly, running into spear-
points set against you adds an additional □.

Fightingwith handweapons or thrownweapons is greatly
a matter of size and leverage. In BIRG, force and mass
are both abilities, although mass is rarely used for moves
or mettles. For foes, these qualities are combined into a
might rating. For example, a hound is a might 1 foe, while
an ordinary human is a might 2 one. If your foe’s might is
greater than your own force, add □ equal to the difference
to your roll.
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If your force is greater than a foe’s rating, roll one ad-
ditional ■ as ◆ to harm them. If your mass is two or more
levels greater than a foe’s might rating its maximum danger
to you is a single pale die in each physical (but not spiritual!)
category.

Bows, too, have a might rating. You may only string a
bow if your strength rating is equal to or greater than the
bow’s might. When you use a bow, treat its force as either
the bow’s might or your force rating, whichever is lower.

The number of □ Cr. caused by a fall is equal to:

5–10 ft 1
10–18 ft your mass
19–25 ft twice your mass
26+ ft three times your mass

The dice caused by a fall are split evenly between the
object that fell and whatever it landed on, with the falling
object rolling the leftover die if the total was odd.

Many perils are entirely independent of mass; in par-
ticular, firearms mitigate differences between combatants.
Low-velocity firearms (such as black powder or suppressed
weapons) are force/might 2. Most modern small arms are
force/might 3, but high-powered and large-calibre ones
may be force/might 4.
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musketball □ Pi.
soft-tipped bullet □□ Pi.
solid-core bullet □◇ Pi.

A musketball is fired from a smooth barrel, and is less
accurate and lower-velocity than a bullet from a rifled bar-
rel.

acid, lye □ Bu.
blowtorch □◇ Bu.

explosive device ◇◇ Cr. □ Bu.
hand grenade □◇ Cr. □ Pi.
bursting shell ◇◇ Cr. ◇ Pi.

When being burned with heat, there is a chance that
one’s clothes might catch on fire. Being on fire adds a
burning danger of ◇ to all rolls until you are able to extin-
guish yourself. Although ordinary clothing can momen-
tarily protect against a burn from splashed chemicals, it will
soak them up and add a burning danger of◇ until the gar-
ment is removed.

Temperatures below 10 (Farenheit) carry a □ risk of
burning for an hour of exposure. Below -15, the risk in-
creases to ◇ risk every half-hour. Below -30, the risk is
□◇ for even a few minutes of exposure.
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choking gas or smoke ◇ Bu. □ Po.
tainted draught □□ Po.

toxic chemicals, venomous bite ◇ or ◇◇ Po.
passing omen □ De.

breaking a taboo ◇ De.
miasma, specific omen □□ De.

bedeviling □◇ De.

In addition to physical dangers, one also needs to be on
guard against spiritual dangers such as contagion, curses,
ghosts, omens, poison, portents, taboos, witchcraft and ven-
oms. Some of these terms could use clarification:

A tainted draught refers to food or drink that is unclean
or poisoned, usually with a toxin that is hard to detect. Poi-
soned chemicals refers to other agents which cannot be dis-
guised but which are potentially much more dangerous.

A passing omen is encountered on theway, while a spe-
cific omen is one that appears to you particularly, portend-
ing doom. Taboos are wide and varied, but include things
like resting in graveyards or having contact with the dead
or contagiously diseased. A miasma is the atmosphere of a
place that is very diseased.

Bedeviling is a curse or other malevolent intent laid
upon you by a person or hauntwith knowledge and power.
The curse of a wise person is like the breaking of a taboo,
while the curse of a fool is like a passing omen.
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3.2 Defenses
The protection afforded by a piece of gear depends on its
material.

• Leather, oilcloth, treatedwool and similar waterproof
materials protect against burning, but some of these
materials (especially wool) can still catch fire. Coats
or cloaks of treated, fireproof materials with insulated
linings instead proof against burning.

• Chainmail, cloth reinforcedwithmetal or cured leather
plates protects against piercing. Adding large rigid
plates over this increases the protection to proofing.
Metal plates worn on their own protect from piercing.

• Multiple layers of cloth (especially padding worn un-
derneath armor) protect against crushing. Shock-
absorbing foams and plastics, worn over padding in-
crease this protection to proofing.

• A helmet, with adequate padding typically protects
the head against crushing and proofs it against pierc-
ing.

• The thick soles of boots, sandals and shoes protect the
bottoms of the feet (and only the bottoms of the feet)
from burning and piercing. Waterproof boots and
shoes protect the entire foot from burning.

Ballistic armor is made of extremely strong synthetic
or treated fibres. It spreads out a high-speed, soft projectile
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(like most small-arms bullets) over a larger area and pre-
vents it from entering the wearer. In game terms, this
converts one □ Pi. to □ Cr., so a ballistic jacket or vest
is usually worn over padding. This protection only applies
to bullets, not to knives or other piercing damage.

When made of light cloth, garments (including cloaks,
gloves or overcoats), provide no particular protection.

In general, ordinary gear provides no protection against
devilry or poison. However, articles created by experts in
the field may protect against devilry, and certain drugs may
be able to protect against poisons, but both of these are at
the Gamemaster’s discretion. Proofing against devilry or
poison is only possible of the specific nature of the threat is
known in advance.

3.3 Deprivation
Most characters need things—air, water, food, sleep, salt,
vitamins and so on—to live. Going without these things
brings on deprivation. The first stage of deprivation is dis-
comfort, adding □ to all rolls. After a while (Gamemaster
discretion), greater difficulty sets in, adding ◇ as well.

Most of your needs are detailed by your descriptors—
particularly the breather or gilled descriptors. However,
all characters are assumed to eat and to sleep.

Unless you have descriptors that say otherwise, each
character needs to eat based on their exertion. Only if
a character passes the day without significant activity can
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they comfortably go without eating. A day of normal ac-
tivity obliges a character to eat a single meal, while a day
of strenuous activity requires one to eat a number of meals
equal to their mass.

A character who does not get enough to eat for a num-
ber of days equal to their mass goes into deprivation. Char-
acters who were well-fed before being deprived of food
can fast for significantly longer before experiencing depri-
vation.

Similarly, all characters need to sleep every day. Al-
though the exact amount of sleep required can vary wildly
between species or even individuals, all characters need at
least a few hours of sleep every day. A character gets in-
sufficient or interrupted sleep for two consecutive (or for
three of the last five) days experiences sleep deprivation.
A sleep-deprived character needs to sleep for considerably
longer (in rare cases, up to twice the amount) in order to
make up their sleep debt.

Salt and other vitamins are needed by almost all living
beings, but deprivation from these things typically only sets
in after an extended period—sometimes weeks or months.

Each category of deprivation is separate from the oth-
ers. For example, a character who has had neither food nor
water for several days would add □□◇ (□◇ for water and
□ for food).



4 Traveling
AlthoughBIRG spans a great variety of genres, travels are a
common element of them. Characters’ voyages may be in-
terdimensional, but this chapter covers only intradimensional
sojourning.
4.1 Travel Times
The Earth is large, and traveling from one place to an-
other takes a long time. Moving significant cargoes is even
harder.

A party of people walking together moves at the speed
of its slowest member. A party walking at 2–3 miles per
hour, can expect to cover about 20 miles per day. This
assumes that there are roads and they walk for most of the
daylight hours. Through thewilderness, travel will be slower,
perhaps 15 miles a day, or as few as 10 through difficult,
unfamiliar and densely-wooded terrain.

Pack animals typically have no trouble keeping pace
with a group of walking humans. A small group riding
horses could cover 20–30 miles in a day, assuming that
the horses primarily walk. Well-conditioned horses could
cover as many as 40 (or, at their outer limits, 50) miles a day.
Well-made saddles and horses bred for a smooth gait can
help, but extended riding at that pace can be quite difficult
for the rider.

31
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Mountaineering is considerably harder than walking
over level ground. Expect far less progress (perhaps only
a couple of miles per day) if the travelers are anything less
than expert mountaineers climbing with minimal encum-
brance in ideal weather.

The easiest way to move heavy things is over water.
Over-water travel can be much faster than over-land, es-
pecially if the going is difficult. The fastest rowboats with
teams of rowers can reach 12–14 miles per hour, but com-
mon rowboats can only manage 3–5 mph. Rowing, how-
ever, is much harder thanwalking and it is difficult for even
well-conditioned rowers to keep up these speeds for long.

Along canals and rivers, large barges can be pulled along
by walkers or draught animals on the shore, although no
speed records will be set this way. Sailing ships make 2–6
mph, depending on the size of the ship and the conditions,
but are able to be constantly in motion, crossing 100–120
miles in a day if winds are favorable.

4.2 Outfitting
Human characters (and others with a similar body shape)
are limited to the following articles of gear: one hat or
helm, one set of under-garments, one upper garment, one
lower garment, one over-garment, one harness, one belt,
one glove (on each hand) and one shoe or boot (on each
foot). In most times and places, a person is not consid-
ered fully dressed without upper and lower garments and
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a pair of shoes. Depending on context, a hat and/or an
over-garment may also be expected.

From a belt, up to two items or pouches can be hung.
Two ordinary or one bulky item can be strapped on a har-
ness, but harnesses are more often used to carry a pack or a
child on one’s back.

To this may be added ornaments almost without limit;
cravats, brooches, necklaces, neckties, scarves, sashes and
all manner of rings for the ear, finger, nose, toe, upper arm
or wrist.

An exhaustive description of the varieties of clothing is
(clearly) beyond the scope of these rules. The availability
of different articles depends on the setting. However, we
can make some short remarks certain protective items.

Ballistic armor: worn as a vest or jacket on the upper
body, and sometimes incorporating rigid plates for greater
protection. When it incorporates plates, ballistic armor is
bulky.

Bandolier: worn as a harness, has up to three pouches
for items, but can hold no bulky items.

Boots and shoes: soft boots and shoes protect the feet,
but only the feet. Hard-toed ones offer more protection,
and add■ to moves involving kicking. All boots and hard-
toed shoes are bulky.

Brynie: a coat of armor, worn as an upper garment and
sometimes including a hood. A brynie only protects the
torso, upper arms and upper legs, but arm-guards and leg-
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guards may be worn to protect the forearms and lower legs.
A byrnie is bulky.

Cloak: a heavy cloak may or may not have a hood
(which functions as a hat). It can be used as bedding or
(with a pole or rope) a tent for one person. Cloaks are
bulky.

Gloves: gloves may protect the hands if they are sturdy
enough, if your character is wearing them, roll all ◆ as ■
on rolls involving fine-motor abilities.

Helmet: protects the head but only the head.
Impact armor: worn as a harness and usually including a

helmet. Impact armor is bulky.
Overcoat: typically waterproof, Most have two pockets

that can each hold an object. Overcoats are bulky.
Long underwear: worn for insulation against cold.
Padding: worn as an undergarment, usually with some

kind of armor. Padding is bulky.
Plate armor: either riveted together or sewn into sturdy

cloth, worn as a harness. Plate armor is bulky and cannot
be fit into a pack.

Purse: worn as a harness, can hold three items, but no
bulky items.

Sandals: protect only the bottoms of the feet.
For details about the protection these items offer, see

section 3.2.
A short word about armor: the most common histor-

ical form of armor was a chainmail brynie (also known as
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a hauberk), versions of which were common throughout
Eurasia and Africa from antiquity until the modern era.
Less popular contemporary forms of armor include lamellar
and scale mail, which afford similar protection.

Although the protection of a bryniewas often improved
by adding a metal helmet or larger metal plates, full suits of
metal plate armor were very limited in their historical and
geographical range. The were really only manufactured or
used in Western and Central Early Modern Europe. Me-
dieval knights, for example, never wore suits of articulated
plate armor.

Metal plate armor ceased to be practical as firearms be-
came more accurate and powerful. However, chainmail is
still used in some contexts to protect against stabbing or
animal bites.
4.3 Packing
In addition to the clothes on their back, travelers carry sundry
items, tools and weapons. Items marked with a star have
additional descriptions after this list.

• Small articles like a few coins, flints, keys, lock-picks,
pens, pencils or a pocket-knife can be tucked away
into pockets or pouches, even if they already contain
other items.

• Ordinary objects take up a single space in a pack,
pocket or pouch. Examples of ordinary objects in-
clude: axehead, bandages, billfold, bullwhip, com-
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pass, drill, flask, gazette, handheld computing device,
icepick, jar, knife, knitting needles, length of rope,
lockpicks, pack of cards, hammer, handbook, match-
box, magazine (of ammunition), marlinspike, pass-
port, pistol, powderhorn, nails, screwdriver, sewing
kit, sextant, shears, skin (of water)*, spikes or stakes,
spyglass, surgical tools, telecommunications device,
tinderbox, trowel, whetstone, wrench.

• Bulky objects take up two spaces. Examples of bulky
objects include: backstrap loom, blanket or tarp*, car-
bine, cooking pot*, handsaw, flail, bottle or canteen,
handaxe, jug, large book, loomweights*, mace, portable
computer, a set of chisels/wrenches and trimming
shears.

• Long objects cannot be stored in a pack but can be
hung from a belt or strapped to one’s belt. Examples
of long items include: battle-axe, cane, long gun,
machete, pickaxe, sickle and sword.

• Halberds, hoes, poles*, rakes, scythes, spears, staves
and similar items are all too long to be hung from a
belt, and need to be either carried or set down.

An ordinary pack can hold four ordinary, two ordinary
and one bulky or two bulky objects. Most packs are made
of a waterproof material that protects their contents from
burning.

Many tools and weapons need two free hands to be eas-
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ily used, including: backstrap loom, bandages, battle-axe,
blanket or tarp*, drill, handsaw, knitting needles, length
of rope, lockpicks, pickaxe, sewing kit, sextant, spyglass,
trimming shears, two-handed sword, andwhetstone. Firearms
of any size require two hands to fire accurately, but fantasti-
cal pistols (ray-guns and the like) may be light and recoilless
enough to aim and fire with one hand.

Some comments about specific items:
Basket: must be carried in the arm or set down, but

capable of holding three items.
Blanket or tarp: can serve as bedding for 1–3 people,

or, when pegged down, can serve as a tent for 1–2 people.
Blankets or tarps to make a larger tent, suitable for up to
5 people, can’t be fit into a pack. They can be bundled
up and carried on a harness like a pack, however. The pegs
and ropes for a tent of any size take up one space. A smaller
tent may be improvised with rifle, sword or walking-stick,
but a larger tent requires two or more poles.

Cooking pot: a small itemmay be stored inside a cooking
pot in a pack.

Loom weights: used in a vertical, warp-weighted loom.
Setting up the loom requires several cross-beams which
would be either carried separately or created on-site. The
set-up loom is not easily portable.

Pole: a pack may be hung from one or both ends of a
carrying-pole, when it is not forming part of a tent.

Qazan: a large cooking pot or wok, used to prepare
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food for many people. A qazan is too large to be fit in a
pack, but can still be strapped to one’s back; two small or
one bulky items may be stored inside of a qazan so carried.

Skin: holds a draught of liquid, as much as a canteen.
An empty skin is not a bulky item, but a full one is.

Bearing a heavy pack adds□ to any roll involving agility
or endurance. A heavier or more unwieldy burden adds◇.

A donkey, mule or similar animal that is not being rid-
den can bear two full packs; one being ridden can bear
only its rider (who may not wear a pack). A horse can bear
either four packs or a rider and two packs. A bicycle or
motorcycle may also carry two packs and a rider.

Baskets and packs are often used to carry food. Each
space’s worth of bread, fresh meat or vegetables is enough
to prepare two meals, while the same amount of cheese,
driedmeat or pickled vegetables can prepare three. A space’s
worth of dry cereals, or legumes can be made into five
meals, but cooking vessels are required.


